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1st 🧵 😀 Huge H/T @fatemperor if you found me through Ivor. Let's get cracking...

1 Q. Want to know when Klaus Schwab first appeared in � ? 🧨 1/6

Please bear in mind that the photos below are from an archive 46 yrs old so the

quality is poor.
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2 Ans 👉Tuesday June 11th 1974. According to The IT & an ad taken out by Aer

Lingus 46 yrs ago, Mr Schwab was on an Aer Lingus flight. Is it the same Mr Schwab

who runs the World Economic Forum that was set up in 1971 or is it someone

entirely different?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EsqBFuaXIAEQ1HH.png


3 Was he already sowing the seeds all those years ago for what the world is

witnessing today ? I’ll leave that up to you to decide. You’ll have to picture him

without any hair as back in the day he did have some 🤣

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EsqBK-SXcAcIznR.jpg


4 However, he is quoted as saying about Aer Lingus “They seem to know

instinctively when to fuss over you, and when you would prefer to be left alone”.

Wouldn't it be nice if he just left everyone alone to get on with their lives instead of

unnecessary interference.
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5 You could argue that he may have been flying to or from a different destination.

Back in the early 70s though practically all Aer Lingus flights only flew out of and

back to Dublin. So the chances of Mr Schwab being in Ireland are pretty strong.

6 So if it is him, what was he doing in � ? Who was he meeting and how long was

he here for ? Wouldn't it be great if someone still had those records !

Please follow me and RT. I promise it will be worth your while. All 🧵will be

interesting. That I can guarantee 😀
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